
07 – Jesus Healing 
 

07:1-10  Slave 

Luke emphasizes the human compassion of Jesus at every opportunity.  Here it is illustrated in two stories;  

one about a woman and the other about the servant of a foreigner.  The foreigner asked the elders of the Jews to 

beseech Jesus to come and heal his dear servant.  If he did so because he thought Jesus would not come except to 

His own, he did not understand the full compassion and humanity of Christ.  He also said he was not worthy.  

That is in contrast to the estimate of the elders who praised him.  He thinks Jesus should not receive him in His 

own house.  Again, he misunderstands.  Jesus does not come because we are worthy.  He comes because He cares.  

Luke teaches that no one is worthy of the goodness of God;  along with emphasis on Jesus considering everyone 

worthy of His attention. 

There is another lesson to be gleaned from this story.  There is no doubt of Jesus power.  But we also learn 

that His presence is not required to perform His miracles.  As we learned from the first chapter of Genesis, “God 

said, let there be light:  and there was light.”  God had only to speak and it was done.  God’s Word is an agent of 

God.  Christ’s words have power in the same way.  The centurion admitted to know authority as he is required to 

give and receive it.  Thus his ability to recognize Jesus’ authority comes from a reliable source.  Luke does not 

hesitate to show Jesus as being subordinate to God the Father.  This story shows how Jesus confronts the church 

with the authority of God himself, whose word was power. 

More than once we hear that Jesus marveled at the unbelief of persons with long training in the traditions 

of Israel.  They might have been expected to recognize the presence and activity of God.  Here He marvels at the 

faith of one who was not so trained and was not expected to understand.  It is also shown in the fact that Luke 

traces Jesus back to Adam as opposed to Abraham.  That includes Gentiles as opposed to just the Jewish nation.  

The possibility of faith encompasses all of mankind. 

07:11-17  Nain 

This story illustrates why we later hear, “The dead are raised up.”  It also foreshadows what Jesus offers 

all those who belong to Him.  The dead are risen up and receive the power of an endless life.  Again, we see Jesus’ 

compassion.  The dead man was the only son of his mother, and she was a widow.  She was about to become 

totally dependent upon the kindness of strangers.  In addition, we see again that Jesus simply speaks and the dead 

obey. 

Fear is often spoken of as an evil or at best an inappropriate and unfortunate thing.  Still, the New 

Testament recognizes the appropriateness of fear under certain circumstances.  There is a distinction between fear 

that is uncalled for and destructive and fear that is proper and creative.  The latter kind is illustrated by, “fear 

seized them all because they were manifestly standing in the very presence of the glory of God.”  Here fear is 

appropriate because it is a recognition of weakness and unworthiness in the presence of the ultimate goodness 

and power.  It is also creative because it issues in appropriate action.  When the glory of God is revealed, the 

creative response is an act of praise.  In all of Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection, God Himself has come to our 

help and the church is the result.  “The dwelling of God is with men”  (Rev. 21:3). 

07:18-23  John 

John is in prison and as you can imagine, there is ample time for reflection and no opportunity for action.  

He hears about the impression Jesus is making on Judea and the surrounding country.  He sends his disciples to 

ask if Jesus is the Messiah.  John know that he probably faces death;  and wonders if he will know whether Jesus 

is the Messiah.  There were no alternatives.  Jesus had no competitor.  For John it was “Christ or hope for another 

in due time.”  For us it is “Christ or no one at all.” 

Jesus did not simply offer a “Yes” or “No” response.  Instead, He pointed to what God was doing, to the 

signs that God’s rule had begun.  It is not just the beneficent miracles.  Something even more wonderful has 

begun.  The blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cured, the dead are raised.  A new world is coming into being.  

These are the things predicted by the Jewish Scriptures. 

Jesus comments that those who are not offended by Him are blessed.  It sounds odd.  Who could be 

offended by Jesus?  The offense comes from the fact that He did not suit their image of the Messiah.  He was not 

there to save the physical world.  He was there to promote the spiritual world.  If people were only satisfied with 

a militant Messiah, they would be disappointed and perhaps even offended by one who fails to meet their 

expectations.  In addition, Jesus asks much of us.  He asks so much more than we can give.  We might prefer to 



turn from Him rather than acknowledge our moral impotence and failure.  He repels us, as the truth about ourselves 

and our duty often repels us. 

07:24-35  Jesus 

We do not know the exact character of Jesus’ relationship to John.  However, we see He thought of him 

with the greatest respect and admiration.  These are wonderful words of praise.  Jesus said John was a man of 

altogether extraordinary moral stature.  The traits that stand out in this passage are integrity and strength – he was 

neither weak or soft.  People stand for hours to get a glimpse of royalty;  but that was not what they sought in 

John.  Better than a king, they found a prophet.  There had been no prophets for many generations;  but now one 

appeared.  John is a great prophet;  a great man, a great message and at a great time.  This is the moment when 

God’s eternity is to enter into time with a new, cleansing, and redemptive meaning.  It is the moment of imminent 

judgment and salvation. 

The primary affirmation of the Christian faith is that the life, death, and resurrection of Christ made a 

difference.  That difference was so important to mankind that time is divided by His coming.  To be “in Christ” 

is to stand in a relationship to God which was not a possibility before Him;  and is still not a possibility apart from 

Him.  The new order of relationships between men and God and among men was created through Christ.  “God 

had previously spoken by the prophets;  but now He has spoken to us by a Son” (Heb. 1:1-2).  The benefits falling 

to us are incalculably greater – as much greater as His Son is greater than Moses and Aaron, or even the angels.  

This brings a warning in this reminder:  “For if the message declared by angels was valid;  and every transgression 

or disobedience received a just retribution;  how shall we escape if we neglect such a great salvation?” (Heb. 2:2-

3.)  We have greatly increased opportunities and with them come obligations.  Christ’s new law (written on our 

hearts) is much more demanding.  If we lose sight of the opportunities and obligations, the church will grow cold.  

The question is not how “great” we are;  but whether we stand within the kingdom of God, where even the least 

has an incomparable greatness – a greatness dependent not upon what we are, but upon what God has done. 

We must recognize the purpose of God for each of us.  We may think, He is too busy to have a specific 

purpose for each lowly person on earth.  Scriptures affirm He has a purpose for each of this.  It also implies that 

men have it in their power to reject God’s purpose.  In other words, God’s will is not always done.  God’s will 

can be defeated by human self-will.  We bear a terrific responsibility.  It is not God who fails when we reject His 

purpose.  It is ourselves.  Luke identifies this purpose of God with accepting the “baptism of repentance for the 

forgiveness of sins.”  When we once set ourselves to resist the truth, we find excellent “reasons” for objecting to 

all arguments for it.  Those who belong to God, possess the true wisdom and recognize His truth and respond to 

it gladly.  Others who reject it will always do so no matter what form it takes. 

07:36-50  Sinner 

The idea behind this story is that the woman’s acts of devotion and her tears express not so much penitence 

before forgiveness, as love and gratitude afterward.  We should not press the distinction between the two.  The 

two are inseparable within the meaning of being forgiven;  and are to some degree identical.  Penitence always 

has love in it;  and love always contains a continuing penitence in the form of a continuing sense of unworthiness.  

We rely upon the grace of those who love us.  Thus the woman is both penitent and loving.  She is both because 

she has been, and is being, forgiven. 

Is it more important to love Jesus, or to believe in Him?  Actually the two go together.  To love is to 

believe;  and to truly believe is to love.  Was the woman’s knowledge lacking, or exceeding?  Some violations of 

the approved way are due to greater – not lack of knowledge;  not because one is not good enough to meet the 

approved standards, but because one is too good to be bound by them.  The Pharisee does not realize Jesus is 

expressing a wisdom and a virtue so far beyond his own that wisdom can appear to be folly;  and the virtue an 

offense.  The Pharisee was concerned with what sort of woman paying attention to Jesus.  That is because he had 

rules governing his behavior toward various classes or sorts.  Jesus did not classify people.  He met them where 

they were;  and lead them where they belonged. 


